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Jam to Super-Fast 

Small Business 

Defining the Challenge

From providing an audit trail for customer interactions to delivering a 
professional, standardized way to communicate, email is often the first and last 
thing we check during a working day.

For ATC Rent, this ability was being slowed down to a crawl due to mailbox size 
restrictions – essential in their interactions with service car and trailer rental 
service customers.

Exploring the Solution

With ATC’s specification stipulating that emails had to be available when 
employees were traveling abroad, TD SYNNEX partner CDM ICT 
recommended Microsoft 365 as part of the Small Business Cloud Server 
offering – a cloud solution with a suite of the latest market-leading productivity 
applications in combination with a secure and scalable Azure infrastructure. 

With Microsoft 365 placing ATC in the starting blocks to take their business 
further, and faster, the team demonstrated to ATC that TD SYNNEX's Small 
Business Cloud Server Click to Run™ solution would give them a solid 
foundation to take their business fully to the cloud.

CDM ICT then deployed the Small Business Cloud Server Click to Run™ 
solution, which enables IT specialists to deploy and manage cloud-based 
infrastructure and productivity tools for their small business customers simply, 
and at a competitive price point.

Reflecting on the Results

For TD SYNNEX partner CDM ICT, the Small Business Cloud Server Click to 
Run™ solution delivers a number of benefits – from protecting the customer 
relationship to making deployment much easier.

Thanks to the simplified Click to Run™ setup process, provisioning ATC’s new 
Azure environment took just one hour, and with the move of the Exchange 
server increasing mailbox capacity to 50GB, ATC couldn’t wait to find out what 
they could do next.
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Quote

“We have transformed our 

business and TD SYNNEX has 

been with us every step of the 

way. With the Small Business 

Cloud Server Click to Run™ 

solution, we’re extending our 

transformation and helping 

small businesses to achieve 

their own.”

Christophe De Mesmaeker

CDM ICT Founder

For more information about how TD SYNNEX can help you reach your 
goals, visit tdsynnex.com.
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